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A new strategy?
Stakeholders & ownership
  Worker involvement
  Avoiding catastrophe
  Securing justice
  Support for SME’s

A reminder for all
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What does that mean for HSE/LA regulators?

What does it mean for you?
More partnership working?
More of the same?
A step change?
Leadership

Recognise it…

Describe what good look like

……in your business

Make it happen…
Leading Process Safety: What does that look like?

Raising the bar on process safety management, leadership and safety culture, *and it all begins with Leadership (April 2008 MHL conference):*

1. Leadership from the top.
2. Process Safety management taking place at all business levels.
3. Real and dynamic risk assessments.
4. Robust Management of Change approaches.
5. Sustainability, with the business focussing on long-term performance.
6. Well trained and competent people.
7. A learning organisation.
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Enforcement

A tool for the regulator

Proportionate and transparent

Has a place and will continue
Events lead change!
Buncefield & BP Texas City
Key lessons / not new

CA investigation
MIIB report
Industry response – BSTG
True collaboration?
Significant step changes
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What will continue?
IoD promote/ SME support

What will be done differently?
Competence/Third party system

What new work?
Non unionised premises.

What about others?
Training of safety reps
Step change without big event

Compelling reason for change

Make it happen
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